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ABSTRACT
We present a new system, called Retimm, for searching
databases made of documents containing images and text.
Images are indexed by colour and texture distributions..
Colour and texture classes are obtained by a quantization
adapted to the whole database. Signatures are ranked m
times, once for each dimension, but values are not stored.
The search engine works as a vote system : the score for
each document is the total of the votes of all coordinates,
these last votes depending on a k-nn search on each
dimension. Retimm is able to retrieve very quickly images
from large databases from any request composed of one or
several images and/or one or several words. The system is
interactive, since the query can be modified at any moment
by adding or removing images or words.
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the huge number of existing image databases, some
of them contain textual information. For example medical
images are part of a medical file, which includes a lot of
information, concerning the patient, his illness, and so on.
On websites, pages usually contain text and some images
illustrating the text. Image and text are complementary and
users would like to use both to browse through Internet or to
search databases. Many works deal on the one hand with
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) and on the other
hand with the text retrieval, but few manage both
information at the same time. CBIR systems sometimes take
inspiration from text retrieval for the image representation.
For example in Viper system [6] images are indexed by a
huge number of visual features which can either be present
or absent in each image, as words in a text. In [8] a
vocabulary of “keyblocks” aiming at representing the image
content are treated as words in a textual document. Some
works aim at automatically annotating images like [1],
where a set of keywords is assigned to each image after
segmentation. Actually few systems combine textual and
visual information. Usually, as noticed by Westerveld [7]
both modalities are searched separately and merged in an ad
hoc fashion.
Our application domain is the artwork databases, and
more precisely painting databases [5]. Together with the
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image, which is a digital representation of the painting,
there are texts. These texts usually include the title of the
artwork, the painter’s name, the date, and a lot of other
information concerning the history of the painting
(restoration for example), or the content of the painting
(style, school, etc.).
The aim is to retrieve either a precise image or a set of
images. In both cases the query is made of one or several
images and one or several words. We will see that the query
can be updated during the process.
An image can be described by visual features and by
keywords. Concerning the visual features, we used global
signatures based on colour and texture histograms. They are
presented in section 2. Despite the size of the database, the
user wants to access rapidly to the images he is looking for.
So the way the signatures are stored are of the highest
importance (see section 2).
For the keywords, we only used words linked to the
image semantics : words of the title and of the comments.
For the research, we used a search engine developed by
Pertimm, originally conceived for text research, and we
used it with both visual and textual features.
Our aim is double ; first we propose an image
representation by visual features and an indexing scheme of
both visual features and words. Secondly, we present our
retrieval system called Retimm, able to retrieve very quickly
images from a large database from any request composed of
images and/or text.
2. IMAGE INDEXING
Image representation through visual features must have two
complementary but contradictory properties : compacity and
efficiency. The problem for colour coding consists in
finding a palette allowing a similarity computation, that is
why a fixed palette is the most often chosen. If this palette
has to be common for all images of the database, it is better
if it is adapted to the database content. So we have chosen to
built signatures based on a C-means classifier.
Each image is represented by a global signature aiming
at coding the colour and the texture distributions. HSV
space is used for color, and twelve Gabor filters in 3
different scales and 4 orientations are used for texture
analysis. Both spaces are quantified using an enhanced
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version of LBG algorithm [4]. From previous tests made
with our CBIR system [3] we know that 256 is an upper
bound of the class number enough for a good quantization.
So each image is first quantified in 256 classes for colour
and 256 for texture. Then these 256 classes for each image
are quantified in a given number of classes, which can be
different for colour and texture. The advantage of such a
classification in two steps is that the addition of new images
in the database does not require the re-computation of all
the classes (as far as new images are not too many of them
or too different from the rest of the database). We will show
in section 4 that an accurate choice of the class number is
not crucial. So the visual signature of each image is
composed of one vector of m features representing the
colour and texture distributions.
Most of the CBIR systems just store the signatures
sequentially. But the search can be drastically accelerated
by using more judicious indexing of the data. For example
inverted files are used in [6]. In order to be very fast in the
on-line phase of image retrieval, we used the following
indexing scheme : signatures are ranked m times, once for
each dimension, but values are not stored. We will see in the
following section, that values themselves are not used in our
similarity measure, but only the rank in each coordinate. So
instead of storing a m-dimension vector for each image, we
store m times sorted references to each image (once for each
coordinate).
This off-line processing will considerably accelerate the
on-line searches.
3. VOTE-SYSTEM
There are many ways to measure similarities between
vectors. Retimm engine uses a vote system. The aim is to be
as fast as possible, in order to be able to mine huge
databases. The method is also optimised to require as less
memory access as possible.
Let us first explain the method with only one request
image, represented by a vector of dimension n. Of course it
exists algorithms to approximate the k-nearest neighbours
(k-nn) research in O(k.n. log N) if N is the number of images
in the database [1]. We propose a method which is even
faster, though it does not approximate exactly the Euclidean
distance. It consists in giving a score for each image of the
database, allowing a ranking of images towards the request
image.
For a feature space of dimension n, the system performs
n votes, one for each dimension of the feature vector. The
score for each image is the total of the votes of all
coordinates. The vote is based on a k-nn search on each
dimension : for each coordinate, a score of 1 is attributed for
each image whose coordinate is amongst the k-nn. The
scores are added for all coordinates leading to the final
score.

This vote system allows image ranking ,but it has none
of the properties of a distance. The maximum score can be
obtained by several images (including the request). The vote
is not symmetric : if an image belongs to the k-nns of a
request for a given feature, the request does not necessary
belong to the k-nns of this image for the same feature.
Moreover, images having the same score can have feature
vectors completely different, one for example being close to
the request by the texture features and the other one by the
colour features.
In order to perform quantitative evaluation of our
system, we first used an image database, for which we have
the ground-truth. It is a general database of 1200
photographs of various kinds (see Fig. 4). They are
classified into classes, so it is possible to make statistics and
comparisons.
We first compared various sizes of visual signatures
and various values of k. To perform the comparison we used
the Mean Average Precision (MAP) used in TREC Video
conference. One can see from the curves (Fig. 1) that
increasing the texture dimension is of no use, whereas
increasing the colour dimension slightly improves results,
but gains are weak (4 % for 90 instead of 50 colours)
compared to the increasing of computation time. The most
important parameter is the number of neighbors k used for
the vote. Fig. 1 clearly shows that, whatever the signature
size, this number must be larger than 100 but there is no
advantage of increasing it over 300.
Another important factor is the time used to retrieve
images (cf. Fig. 2). Of course it linearly increases with k and
with the number of query images, but it remains weak (less
than half a second) for k < N/2. Finally depending on the
constraints, precision versus rapidity, k can be chosen
between N/10 and N/2, where N is the database size.
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Fig. 1. Mean Average Precision on all categories
of the general database of 1200 photographs,
according to k, for 4 visual signature sizes

The other test we performed aims at validating the
choice of the vote system towards the Euclidean distance.
The query consists in a single image randomly drawn in
each of the tested categories (airplane, lion/tiger and
portrait). With an Euclidean distance, one can only retrieve
images which are close for all features. This penalizes
multimodal categories. For example, for the car category, if
a red car is given as query, there is little chance to retrieve
yellow or black cars, which are not close in the feature
space, although their texture features are close. For each of
the three categories, the vote system retrieves more images
of the category than the Euclidean distance (cf. Fig. 3).

the score is the sum of the scores for each of the query
images. If the query images are representative of the various
modes of the category, images of all modes will receive
high scores. For example Fig. 4 displays the 32 best results
of a car search starting from a query made of three cars (of
different colours). Retrieval times is 450 ms.

Fig. 4.

Result of a research in the general database with a
query made of 3 images (at the top)
4. TEXT AND IMAGE SEARCH

Fig. 2.

Search time according to k, for queries made of
one, two or three images

Fig. 3. Precision curves comparing Retimm votes and
L2 (Euclidean) distances for three categories.
The vote-system is able to manage multimodal
categories, which is one of the problems in image retrieval.
A semantic category is often split into several modes in the
feature space, and the user does not always wish to choose
himself the sets of discriminating features. The vote system
can indeed work with several query images instead of one :
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With this vote system, there is a great flexibility in the way
of searching the database. First the user can choose the
features : he can indifferently use visual features such as
texture or colour, but also words. Secondly, he can choose
the type and the number of queries (either images or words)
and he can add or suppress images or words as required.
The similarity is simply updated by adding (respectively
subtracting) votes of each added (respectively removed)
image or word.
Moreover images or words can be presented as counterexamples, the system only has to subtract the scores of the
corresponding features.
For the multimedia search, we use a database
composed of 18,755 images from the C2RMF database
representing 3,168 different paintings. The most frequent
words of the titles are “saint” (2,256 occurrences), “portrait”
(1,997),”virgin” (913), etc. amongst a total of 12,087 words.
We have compared results of the vote system with
k=1000 for a portrait search (if possible of the face only)
starting from various queries. For a fast search, we used a
signature with 50 colour features and 50 texture features. In
Fig. 5 the query consists in one image, and only visual
features are used. The 24 first results include many other
images than portraits. With a second example of portrait
image, the results are improved (Fig. 6). And with the
adding of the word “portrait”, the results are even better.
The word “portrait” appears in the title or comment of 1,997
images. A query with the only “portrait” word returns very

way for building visual signatures adapted to the database
content, and a efficient way to store them.
Another advantage of Retimm system is interactivity.
With the vote system, the user can start the search with any
image or word and add or remove images and words as
required.

Fig. 5.

24 first retrieved images with visual features only
and a query made of one image (top left)

Fig. 8.

24 first retrieved images with the keyword
“portrait”
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